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Abstract
Collections are no longer the main attraction in libraries, and libraries are working to find new paths to tread. One strategy is to focus on reading and literature in new and surprising ways. The aim of this article is to enrich an understanding of activities situated in the span between readers’ advisory and audience development. This is achieved through an analysis of opinions and reflections expressed by 13 managers and librarians in all six county libraries in Denmark. The interviews are analysed through the model which merges three concepts: cultural policy, new public management and professional logics. Our findings show that Danish librarians’ views on readers’ advisory and audience development strike a balance between the experience and empowerment rationales with a prevailing focus on users. A user orientation and focus on user experiences have created a situation wherein the notions of passion, commitment, enthusiasm become central to the work of librarians who champion and manage these activities. However, this strategy has limitations related to the choice of content and intended user groups. Audience development, founded on dedication and experience, tends to cater for users who look and think like librarians.
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Introduction

We can’t help but notice that some people think that libraries will be reduced to central storehouses where people can pick up their books. With Google, the Internet and so on, public libraries might be unnecessary in a few years. We do a whole bunch of stuff to try to counteract that. (D1)

This quote from a mid-level manager in a large public library highlights the problem that public libraries all over the western world face today due to a major shift in usage patterns (Bak et al., 2012; Hvenegaard Rasmussen and Jochumsen, 2007; Ross et al., 2006). One strategy that public libraries use to meet the changing demand is shifting their focus from collections to connections (Thorhauge, 2010). ‘From collections to connections’ is a phrase widely used in Denmark. It signifies the shift whereby public libraries transition from collection centred to user centred and community orientated. The word ‘connection’ encapsulates communication between librarians and users and between different groups of users, as well as online communication. As a result, libraries have developed many new services over the last 10 years. Some libraries strive to re-envision their physical space to establish the library as a meeting place (Audunson, 2005); others experiment with user-driven initiatives in order to attract young people (Kristianson, 2007); many libraries have developed new services and activities related to readers’ advisory and audience development. The latter – audience development – is the focus of this article. The article discusses views of
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and opinions on current audience development and readers’ advisory conveyed by the employees and managers of Danish public libraries.

Balling and Kann-Christensen (2011) developed the so-called 3Ps model, which can be used to analyse audience development and readers’ advisory in public libraries. This model integrates three aspects – Policy, Public Management, and Profession – which interact with each other in the context of readers’ advisory, audience development, and literature promotion in public libraries. Cultural policy, or Policy, in conjunction with views and attitudes held by politicians, government officials, managers, and librarians, play an important role in understanding audience development in Danish libraries. Thus the basic premise for the development of the model is that the Policy exerts influence on the concept of audience development and other activities in public libraries, and that the Policy is related to the logics of Public Management and the Profession. Furthermore, the analysis of audience development must take both librarians and library managers into account.

As a result, this article asks the following questions:

- What are the notions of librarians and library managers with regard to the purpose and effects of readers’ advisory and audience development?
- How can these notions be interpreted in the context of the 3Ps model?

In this paper we use the terms readers’ advisory (henceforth RA) and audience development (henceforth AD). AD is a British term and RA a North American term. Although AD is a much broader concept, we use AD and RA interchangeably in our article to describe activities related to the promotion of reading and literature in public libraries. In Danish, it is difficult to find terms that would distinguish RA from literature promotion or AD. The Danish term ‘Litteraturformidling’ is inclusive and covers all these activities. We use both European and North American sources to support our argument; as a result this terminological clarification is necessary in order to reconcile the concepts derived from different sources.

AD is a term derived from British cultural policy (Kawashima, 2000); it is used to describe ‘a strategy that places the arts in the centre of people’s lives’ (p. 1). Kawashima identifies four different types of AD in Britain:

1. cultural inclusion (outreach);
2. extended marketing (no. 1 and 2 target non-users);
3. taste cultivation (introduction to new art forms and genres); and
4. audience education (no. 3 and 4 target existing audiences).

From the library perspective, this categorization of efforts within AD comes very close to the aforementioned Danish term Litteraturformidling. The concept of reader development (Ross et al., 2006; Van Riel and Fowler, 1996) is also worth mentioning. Reader development is the British term for AD in libraries. This concept encompasses RA, promotion and outreach.

In the North American context, the term RA is more commonly used. Whereas AD is presented as a relatively new and recent practice in public libraries, the practice of RA has a longstanding tradition in North American libraries and encompasses a wide array of face-to-face and online services, including direct interactions with readers, book talks, book clubs, the creation of reading guides and websites, and a variety of programmes for individuals and groups (Ross et al., 2006; Shearer and Burgin, 2001).

Article structure

The article is structured as follows. Firstly we present our data collection and analytical framework. This is followed by a brief overview of the activities related to RA/AD in the six libraries. After that we present our analysis which is structured in three parts. Firstly the benefits for the users are discussed. In this section the what, the how and the why of RA/AD is discussed. Secondly the benefits for the library as an institution are discussed. This section relates to the concept of legitimacy in two ways: RA/AD as an imperative and RA/AD as a means to boost performance. Thirdly we discuss benefits in relation to the librarians. We end the article by presenting a model which allows us to understand some of the notions put forward in the analysis.

Data collection

Our unit of analysis is the notions of RA/AD as it takes place in six large public libraries. Thus this article does not intend to point to best practices concerning developing and promoting literature, but focuses solely on the spoken accounts given by professionals and managers in the field. For a thorough analysis of the practice itself we refer to Grøn (2010) for a Danish perspective and Ross et al. (2006) for a North American perspective.

The study was carried out through analysis of interviews conducted with central actors in the field. We have conducted in depth interviews with five librarians, two promoters of literature who are not librarians but are educated in literature and six middle managers, all responsible for RA/AD. The interviews were carried out during the fall of 2009 and the winter of 2011 and took place in the six Danish county libraries (henceforth referred to as A, B, C, D, E, and F) where 1 refers to managers, 2 refers to librarians and 3 to other academic staff. County libraries are large public libraries which act as county libraries when it comes to ‘tasks aimed at a regional co-ordination within a defined geographical...
area and at strengthening professional skills in the libraries’ (Act Regarding Library Services, 2000). County libraries have been selected due to the fact that large libraries have the capacity and the resources to focus more intensively on RA/AD to the point where several of them have created positions almost solely concerned with these activities. By selecting the six county libraries we cover the whole Danish library field. In each of the six libraries we interviewed a manager and one or two librarians/promoters of literature. It was the managers who decided which members of their staff we should interview. This was done in order to get a breadth in the study, and to hear different voices on the subject. But all of the managers we spoke to were also librarians by education and we found no major differences regarding notions about the purpose and effects of AD between the three groups. Therefore we refer to all our interviewees as librarians in the article. However as stated above, the denominations following the quotes allows the reader to identify the organizational status of the interviewee. The interviews were interpreted using the analytical framework below.

Analytical framework

The basic premise for the analysis is that three interrelated variables determine an understanding of the purpose and effects of RA/AD in public libraries. The three variables are (1) cultural Policy and logics of arts advocacy (Jensen, 2003), (2) institutionalized logics of New Public Management, specifically the focus on performance metrics and the desire for increased visibility in the community and (3) issues related to Professional logics of librarians. The relation between issues and notions can be understood as illustrated in the model in Figure 1.

Figure 1. 3P’s in literature promotion. Balling and Kann-Christensen, 2011: 106.

Concerning the first point, Policy, we will study how the statements found in the interviews can be understood in the light of the prevailing rationales in cultural policy in general, and library and literature policies in particular. As we will show further on, cultural policy rationales have a close relationship with the library professionals’ understanding of how and why their work should be done.

The development of cultural policy in Denmark is usually understood through the concept of rationales (Skot-Hansen, 1999, 2005, 2006). Cultural policy rests upon the liberal humanist tradition which emphasizes the rights of all people to benefit from (good) culture. The appropriate strategy for this rationale is democratization of culture, and the desired outcome is an educated people. Today several other rationales prevails in cultural policy (Skot-Hansen, 2005) and new concepts have emerged in the cultural sector, i.e. experience and entertainment which transform the policy and thus the AD in the direction of more user-oriented library service and a non-judgmental approach to RA (Ross et al., 2006). A similar understanding can be found in the work on arts advocacy by Joli Jensen (2003). Jensen introduces the concept of instrumental logic versus expressive logic and connects it to the concept of aesthetic experiences. According to Jensen instrumental logic is closely connected to a traditional, elitist and excluding approach to art advocacy, with a clear distinction between high culture and low culture. Arts advocacy with focus on an expressive logic, on the other hand, is defined by tolerance and inclusiveness both regarding forms of culture, types of aesthetic experiences and regarding participants.

In Denmark, cultural policy regarding libraries or literature is often being implemented at an institutional level through guidelines published in reports from the Danish Agency for Library and Media. Recent reports on library services (Styrelsen for Bibliotek og Medier, 2008, 2010) reflects the above mentioned movements towards a user-centred approach to RA/AD. The library as institution is viewed as a central player in the development of the society at large, both as a provider of information but also as an institution where media of all kinds are acquired by the library according to quality, comprehensiveness and topicality. The library is still being characterized, traditionally, as a promoter of knowledge, education and culture, concepts that correspond with the humanist rationale, but today this is combined with consideration of the cultural diversity and equality which characterizes the late modern society.

The current cultural policy and library policy balances between a traditional understanding of culture and literature as means for supporting literacy and education on the one hand and a user-centred approach which emphasizes experience and recognition. As a consequence the concept

P for Policy: Cultural policy

Concerning the first point, Policy, we will study how the statements found in the interviews can be understood in the light of the prevailing rationales in cultural policy in general, and library and literature policies in particular. As we will show further on, cultural policy rationales have a close relationship with the library professionals’ understanding of how and why their work should be done.

The development of cultural policy in Denmark is usually understood through the concept of rationales (Skot-Hansen, 1999, 2005, 2006). Cultural policy rests upon the liberal humanist tradition which emphasizes the rights of all people to benefit from (good) culture. The appropriate strategy for this rationale is democratization of culture, and the desired outcome is an educated people. Today several other rationales prevails in cultural policy (Skot-Hansen, 2005) and new concepts have emerged in the cultural sector, i.e. experience and entertainment which transform the policy and thus the AD in the direction of more user-oriented library service and a non-judgmental approach to RA (Ross et al., 2006). A similar understanding can be found in the work on arts advocacy by Joli Jensen (2003). Jensen introduces the concept of instrumental logic versus expressive logic and connects it to the concept of aesthetic experiences. According to Jensen instrumental logic is closely connected to a traditional, elitist and excluding approach to art advocacy, with a clear distinction between high culture and low culture. Arts advocacy with focus on an expressive logic, on the other hand, is defined by tolerance and inclusiveness both regarding forms of culture, types of aesthetic experiences and regarding participants.

In Denmark, cultural policy regarding libraries or literature is often being implemented at an institutional level through guidelines published in reports from the Danish Agency for Library and Media. Recent reports on library services (Styrelsen for Bibliotek og Medier, 2008, 2010) reflects the above mentioned movements towards a user-centred approach to RA/AD. The library as institution is viewed as a central player in the development of the society at large, both as a provider of information but also as an institution where media of all kinds are acquired by the library according to quality, comprehensiveness and topicality. The library is still being characterized, traditionally, as a promoter of knowledge, education and culture, concepts that correspond with the humanist rationale, but today this is combined with consideration of the cultural diversity and equality which characterizes the late modern society.

The current cultural policy and library policy balances between a traditional understanding of culture and literature as means for supporting literacy and education on the one hand and a user-centred approach which emphasizes experience and recognition. As a consequence the concept
of quality is increasingly based on the users’ experience and a more diverse perspective on taste and quality.

**P for Public management: Customer orientation and visibility**

Like all other public institutions libraries are subjected to political and administrative demands that go further than rationales of cultural policies. Besides focusing on enlightenment and experience rationales, libraries must tend to visibility, competition and performance metrics in order to be successful today. These demands are in different ways related to the concept of New Public Management (NPM), but can also be viewed as general demands in the late modern society (Buschman, 2003; Jochumsen and Hvenegaard Rasmussen, 2006; Kann-Christensen and Andersen, 2009).

NPM is concerned with improving the efficiency of the public sector through the means of the market, and have been institutionalized both as reforms, discourse and logics in the entire western world (Belfiore, 2004; Hood, 1991; Hood and Peters, 2004). NPM is based on a belief that competition among institutions will improve the efficiency and quality of the services they provide. Consequently public libraries become subject to performance measurement, benchmarking, etc. The underlying intent of these efforts is to make production and use of resources in the public sector more controllable, legitimate and transparent (Jarlov and Melander, 2005). As stated above, NPM has influenced the profession in different ways. But also the library as an institution has changed due to the influence of NPM. Today’s ‘audit culture’ has made performance metrics, marketing and organizational development everyday activities in contemporary libraries. In relation to AD, performance indicators, such as circulation numbers have created library services which are orientated towards users’ demands.

**P for Profession: Professional logics and trends in audience development**

Historically the librarian has been constructed as a professional. According to Skouvig (2008) the traditional librarian was called to teach the population to read – and to read the right books. Skouvig connects this to the concept of ‘library spirit’. Librarians with the right spirit will treat all patrons equally and will follow their calling to enlighten and educate the citizen of any given society. The librarian has been analysed and described in several other places. Some researchers have focused on the stereotype (Radford and Radford, 2003) others on the library profession (Dilevkov, 2009; Elbeshausen and Schreiber, 2006). Professional logics in libraries have influence on the notions on RA/AD since this is anchored in professional decisions and direct interaction with users. The concept of professional logics is discussed in detail in Balling and Kann-Christensen (2011).

As stated above we interviewed three groups of professionals, managers, librarians and other academic staff, who all work with RA/AD in different ways and on different levels. The aim of this article is not to identify a coherent professional identity, but even though not all of our interviewees are librarians, they display a homogenous attitude towards users, that is closely connected to what has been described as characteristic for librarians. Similar to the development in cultural policy, librarians’ orientation towards their users’ needs and preferences has evolved and gradually become more user-oriented in the last 30 years (Ross et al., 2006). This corresponds with the findings of Jochumsen and Hvenegaard Rasmussen (2006) who analysed Danish public library periodicals from 1964 until recent times. They show that among librarians, a certain discourse and attitude towards users has evolved from an unambiguous (elitist) concept of quality to be presented to users towards a wish to get in touch with the public on their terms. The latter attitude became consolidated in Denmark during the 1990s and beyond. Accordingly, by now, no one in the field of public libraries will question that public libraries should reflect their users’ preferences and needs. It has become a norm. Johannsen (2009) confirms these conclusions regarding librarians’ view on users. Similar conclusions can be found in the work of Jofrid Karner Smidt in her study of literary taste among Norwegian librarians (Karner Smidt, 2002). Karner Smidt concludes that librarians are highly concerned about not educating or sermonizing. Rather, they emphasize the democratic ideal and equality as a central value in their professional work. They give legitimacy and respect to a variety of readers’ tastes and preferences and regard all of them as equally important.

**Activities related to readers’ advisory and audience development**

This article argues that RA/AD take place in the intersection between the above mentioned rationales, logics and demands related to the 3Ps. Before we look into the interviews in the light of the analytic framework we would like to present an overview of the kind of activities the interviewees talk about. Table 1 is thus not a result of a questionnaire, but is a list of activities mentioned specifically in the interviews.

In the interviews the librarians make a general distinction between direct and indirect activities where indirect activities relates to textual promotion and displays and direct promotion relates to events, reading groups, advisory interviews and other activities involving a direct contact between librarian and user. Even though the digital revolution has created new possibilities, it is still the direct interaction with users that concerns the librarians the most.
In the following section the interviews are discussed according to three lines of arguments relating to the purpose and effects of RA/AD. Thus we have categorized the statements according to how librarians and managers relate to the possible benefits from AD and RA activities. It is the identified patterns in the interviews which structure the following analysis.

What reading does (What’s in it for the users?)

In the analysis of the arguments put forward by librarians regarding the purpose and effects of RA/AD we can identify three lines of arguments. These arguments address the how, the what, and the why of RA/AD. The ‘how’ encompasses the setting and the type of activity related to RA/AD. The ‘what’ describes the content of activities (i.e. types of reading matters). Finally, the ‘why’ investigates the process of reading and its benefits.

Readers’ advisory and audience development: How to do it

Addressing the purposes and effect of RA/AD, participating librarians point to the importance of creating experiences for users. The following statement reaffirms the experiential value of RA/AD activities:

The most important thing for me is not to educate users about literature. The most important thing is to make sure that they have a pleasant and memorable experience and to make them feel that an event is focused on them (C3).

The focus on experience is found in many different activities but becomes very explicit in connection with such RA/AD events as book cafés, whereby thematic book presentations are accompanied by food, music, wine, or other features. As a result, a holistic experience, which appeals to several senses, is created. In all six libraries, these book cafés play a major role in RA/AD activities.

We have taken the concept of book talking onto the next level. We collected some feedback on how to present books in an engaging way, so that people are not bored to death. And so we have added music to play along with the theme of the book talk, just to spice it up. We also serve something – a cup of coffee, a piece of cake, a glass of wine, or a piece of cheese. Overtime, the concept has really evolved. It has acquired more depth and more substance. (D2)

Also the physical display and the library space should support the experience. This is a remark by one librarian with regard to promoting literature about India:

We actually used incense […] and wow – it really worked! But the sound … we are not too good at it, but we keep playing around with this idea. We are trying to appeal to all senses. (F1)

Both the library space and the actual activities should be inspiring:

It should whet the readers’ appetite. (D2)

The actual experience should not be seen as extraneous and tangential; it is not just fast food without nutritious value. Rather, it is to be seen as having merit in and of itself, irrespective of the educational and aesthetical content. It is to be seen as something extraordinary that engages both intellectual and emotional faculties of the user and leaves him/her transformed (Balling, 2009; Dewey, 2005; Grøn, 2010; Jensen, 2003; Shusterman, 1999). The concept of RA/AD as experience thus stands not to promote a certain kind of literature but to enable a variety of experiences.

This notion is also connected with accepting users’ tastes. All interviews included statements about the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of promotional activities/Library</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book cafés</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading groups</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attractive book displays to create an inspiring physical space</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory interviews and individual guidance</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author talks</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book talks</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online reading suggestions (the library homepage)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litteraturside (national web portal on literature)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple copies of the same book (in stacks)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations in local media</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in large-scale community events</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special activities for volunteers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative writing workshops</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
importance of accepting and giving legitimacy to readers’ choices:

As we all know, people want to participate; they want to feel free to express their opinions. They also want to engage with other people who respect their opinions. They don’t want a stern librarian slap them on the wrist and scold them for not understanding Dostoevsky. (C2)

The acceptance of users’ tastes is inseparable from a new librarian identity, whereby the librarian and the user are viewed as equal partners and collaborators (Balling et al., 2008; Johannsen, 2009). If RA/AD is viewed as collaboration, the focus shifts from the reading matter in question onto the experience, the dialogue, and the social event, which give users satisfaction and enjoyment:

They should feel welcomed, accepted, and understood and have a personal experience. (F2)

They should also feel very welcomed. Kindly treated, respected and understood. [They should feel] that people here in the library engage in listening to them and talking with them. (B1)

RA/AD is here not seen as a means to promote literature, but as a means to focus on users and engage them in a conversation. ‘You should meet people at their own level’ as one of the librarians (C3) expresses it. This approach to RA/AD encourages users to engage in discussing books and reading. But also as a means to make the library a nice place to be.

**Literature: What should be promoted?**

Although RA/AD is primary focused on the user experience, the types of books chosen for promotion also deserve attention. As follows from the interviews, most librarians support the promotion of diverse reading matters:

The idea of RA/AD is to give people experiences they didn’t expect, and to help people realize that their library is one of the best places to seek and discover new things. (A2)

The purpose is to expand readers’ horizons … I don’t necessarily refer to literary fiction; I mostly talk about the diversity of genres available. (B1)

We should encourage people to read something other than what they are usually exposed to, i.e. ubiquitous bestsellers. We should shift readers’ focus away from bestsellers. Well, we make bestsellers available, but we don’t have to actively promote them. They promote themselves. (D1)

Although these librarians express respect to users’ choices and attribute value to the experience of reading, their desire to elevate readers’ tastes by promoting what they consider to be ‘good’ or ‘quality’ literature is very tangible. To some point the statements represent the ‘reading ladder’ approach (Duelund, 1995), which ranks reading genres hierarchically into high and low and draws a clear distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ literature. The same approach also presupposes introducing people to reading materials that are higher up the reading ladder than their usual reading choices. Using Kawashima’s different types of AD, it becomes evident that the interviewees think in the direction of the AD that targets existing audiences and focuses on taste cultivation.

Thus the strategy here is not to target new audiences but to educate the existing audiences. The librarians do not want to stop people from reading their preferred type of literature, but they seek to introduce readers to titles outside the mainstream literature. Other statements pinpoint some of the arguments from a well-known discussion on literature quality and the role of the librarian. Should the librarians take a stand when it comes to buying and promoting ‘bad’ literature?

We have to have the courage to take a stand, to say to a user: ‘It’s not bad what you like to read. We would just like to show you something else’. We have also Margit Sandemo,6 to my horror. This is really bad. This is real trash. But people love it. (B1)

When asked about quality some librarians express frustration in relation to selection and promotion. Due to the national search system Bibliotek.dk where library users can order titles from all Danish libraries, they feel obliged to acquire titles that they would not have acquired earlier.

We feel the pressure to respond to users’ demand. We can no longer rely on selection criteria that we used in the past. Bibliotek.dk means that we have to buy books we wouldn’t have bought 10 years ago. But in relation to displays and when we talk to readers we can be much more selective what we present and how. (E1)

The quality discussion which is approached here is present in the interviews, but very subtle. The librarians cannot reject certain queries, but they can decide which books to put on displays and select for book talks.

We have two tables in the hall holding the books that have just been returned. We know that these books will be borrowed again right away. What sits on these tables means a lot to me. There should not be a pile of Sandemo’s *The Legend of the Ice People*. I simply remove these books. (C1)

Even though the librarians demonstrate a certain degree of acceptance of users’ reading preferences, this acceptance seems to have limits. The manifold cultural orientation as described above is clearly the ideal, but the reading ladder approach still influences some librarian’s notions on RA/AD. The last quote illustrates how the librarians’ struggle...
for maintaining a ‘good quality’ selection takes place unseen. Librarians balance between a wish to support the reading experience on the one hand and a struggle to widen users’ taste and choices in literature on the other hand. Statements regarding specific types of literature as bad are most explicit among older librarians; the same librarians who speak passionately about a more dialogue-oriented relation to users which characterizes the work today compared with previously.

The primary focus on users’ experiences downplays the discussion on quality. Instead, acknowledgement and diversity is viewed as important points of orientation when it comes to the purpose of RA/AD. Actually the librarian quoted above does the opposite of what she says. In censoring readers’ choices she clearly does not ‘put the readers in the driver’s seat’ as Ross et al. (2006: 210) describes the North American approach to RA today. However, this censoring act, as we will see in the following paragraph, seems to derive from the librarian’s own passionate relation to literature and her desire to pass good reading experiences on to users. The question about experience vs. quality is not necessarily a question of opposites; nevertheless it contains a challenge for some librarians.

Reading: Why do it at all?

What is the purpose of RA/AD? What should people gain from reading? This last line of arguments regard the general benefits of reading experience as put forward by several librarians:

[Literature] is the most important thing in the world. [...] It makes a difference in people’s lives. (E1)

I think it enriches people’s lives. We make life more fun. (On effects of RA/AD) (B1)

We give them a richer life. (C3)

You become more empathic. And maybe more tolerant I think that is very good virtues. (On reading) E2

The statements point to a general consensus that reading is good. This is not questioned. Librarians help users become educated and informed citizens. But as the above mentioned statements show there are voices among the librarians for whom not all reading is good reading.

To sum up, RA/AD can be seen as activities that ranges between a humanist rationale where reading of good literature creates good people and an experience rationale where the most important raison d’être for RA/AD activities is that people should feel acknowledged and have a good experience. As we will return to later, the statements regarding the value of reading and the book choices can also be understood in relation to librarians’ own identity as readers.

Legitimacy (What’s in it for the library?)

Analysing the interviews, a group of statements were identified which pointed towards the benefits for the library itself. The librarians are concerned about the role, the legitimacy and the visibility of the library in the community. This paragraph discusses the statements made regarding the libraries’ legitimacy and understanding of the users. The legitimacy of the library today is closely (but not solely) connected to NPM (P for Public Management), as we will show in the following. The statements in this category follow two lines of arguments (notions).

The first line of arguments relate to statements about what a library is, what users, librarians and politicians expect from the library. These statements relate to an implicit consensus of what the library is, and what role AD plays accordingly. The second line of arguments regards the demands the library is subjected to regarding measurement of the library’s activities. This relates explicitly to the expectations and wishes of the libraries’ principals in the municipality, but it also relates to the professional satisfaction, the feeling of personal legitimacy of the librarians. This line considers the need for the library to be visible in the local society.

RA/AD as core activities

RA/AD are characterized as core activities by several of those interviewed. When asked why they engage in these activities, the interviewees put forward these statements:

The easiest and the most boring answer is that this is something we have to do. It’s the core activity. Whooo. (B3)

It’s a core activity, that’s why it’s important. (F1)

Fiction is not the type that has the highest lending rates. But it is what people think is our core activity, to borrow novels. (B1)

The above statements point towards a notion on RA/AD as an essential activity. There is no explicit regulative basis in the Act Regarding Library Services (2000), though, that libraries should promote literature, only that they should secure access to literature, but the implicit understanding of this necessity in the statements above is supported by many policy documents. The latest example is the report on public libraries in the knowledge society (Styrelsen for Bibliotek og Medier, 2010). In several places this report equals ‘traditional core activities’ with RA/AD (see e.g. pp. 7–8 and pp. 51–53). This points towards a notion on RA/AD as something that rests deeply in the self-understanding of the institution. This is present on both the political and the practical level.

What is interesting is the way the above statements are put forward. The first interviewee somehow feels she has...
to distance herself from the concept of core activity. The use of ‘whoo’ and the characteristic ‘boring’ indicates that RA/AD has a higher value that just some municipal boring core activity. This is linked to a notion about the legitimacy of RA/AD in libraries that goes beyond the political. It has an exciting value in itself. The other two statements connect the legitimacy of RA/AD to the users’ expectations. RA/AD concerns what a library is and what it should do. If users think that RA/AD is the core activity, then it (automatically) becomes the core activity. This focus on the users is present in several places in the empirical material. And as we will show in the following, the users are present everywhere in the notions on the legitimacy of RA/AD in libraries.

**Quantity as quality**

In the following we discuss the interviewees’ statements regarding quantitative measurements such as performance metrics. One statement shows that the link between funding and lending rates is experienced as very close:

> We had a specific objective in our agreement with the municipality with regard to circulation statistics … Our selection and acquisition policy reflected this. We bought multiple copies to shorten waiting lists and reduce the waiting time. We consciously responded to users’ demands [for popular titles] so they could take out as many as possible. This approach guarantees us continued funding. This is what we are evaluated on. Very much so; circulation stats and the number of visitors. (A1)

Increased circulation is emphasized as an effect of good RA/AD. The statement shows how certain efforts can increase lending rates. This very explicit focus on performance measurement can be viewed as a result of the strong NPM influence in the libraries. In the statement above it is directly linked to the library’s funding. The library is not funded according to measurements of how good it is at recognizing what role it can play in a citizen’s life at a given time, but solely on a quantitative measure (Kann-Christensen and Andersen, 2009). But librarians also display a more implicit NPM-stance. An example of this is the answers to the question on best and worst experiences with RA/AD activities like literary events:

> There have to be people attending. It’s best if there are lots of people coming. I might as well be honest and say so. It’s no use to put an event together if only 7 people attend. (B2)

> If I dig deep [into myself] the criterion for success is that there must be people attending. The result must be able to measure up against the efforts. I don’t want to put together something if only three people attend. (C2)

> The worst is if nobody shows up. That ruins my mood. (A3)

Even though the number of people varies in the above statements, the overall criterion for success regarding literary events in the library is the number of people attending. It is noticeable that two of the three librarians incorporate a distance towards their own statement. It is obviously not *comme il faut* to display this quantitative perspective on events. Nevertheless, it seems that the number of people attending the literary events and the number of volunteers are very present in the interviews. This quantitative emphasis points towards a strong customer orientation or what Kann-Christensen and Andersen (2009) call a ‘customer satisfaction view’. The absence of users means that something has been done wrong. This can be either a wrong concept or lack of marketing. Nowhere in the interviews can it be identified that it is the customers that are wrong (in not attending). The number of attendees/volunteers becomes synonymous with the quality of the concept or event. The arguments made for these viewpoints are twofold.

The first argument regards the overarching challenge for the libraries. The collection plays a smaller and smaller role in the core activities of the libraries and promotional activities plays a more important role. Because connections (as opposed to collections) have become the core activity, the library must be able to deliver when it comes to events if they want to sustain legitimacy.

The second argument regards the visibility of the library. Events market the library, and the more people who attend the more visible the library is to other potential customers. RA/AD becomes a means to improve the library’s visibility. Actually the only thing that can make an otherwise poorly visited event a success is if the media report from the event:

> When we did the speed-lit event, which is a variety of speed dating, 22 people attended. […] that’s not a lot, but when you think about that the news reported live from the event […] and all the major newspapers wrote about speed dating at our library, that made up for it; because we had a lot of publicity. (C2)

> In our opinion events brands the library. It’s what gets us in the newspaper. (E2)

We have cooperated with local breweries. They came down and served beer [at a book cafe]. It is important to let the community know that we are a library with more than books on shelves. So this partnership can bring something more … We primarily do it for the citizens but a side effect has been that it has been really good [for branding the library]. (D2)

The events brand the library as a place where something is happening which is important both in relation to politicians and to present and potential users. This reflects an assumption that if the library is visible, it will attract more users and thus gain more legitimacy. A variant of this line of thinking is put forward by librarians that link the quantity of users to a concern for how taxpayers’ money is
spent. RA/AD activities must appeal to a broad audience; many citizens should benefit from the library.

In other words: what benefits does RA/AD have for the overall legitimacy of the library? The answer to this question is closely related to a certain notion of users as customers that needs to be satisfied. Users become a means to legitimize the library to politicians who will evaluate the library in economic terms (performance metrics). In other words, it becomes imperative for libraries to be able to document that they have satisfied users and that they strive to make themselves visible to all potential customers. Thus quantitative performance measurement plays a role when it comes to understanding the library professional notions on the purpose and effects of RA/AD.

Thus when it comes to benefits for the library, the notions on AD concerns Kawashima’s third type of AD, extended marketing. But the ‘market’ also includes politicians and potential partners.

The last statement shows very distinctively how librarians use themselves as the point of departure in RA/AD activities. Librarians recommend books they love, and promote them in ways they find exiting themselves. According to the librarians this strategy generates the best impact. But it also increases their job satisfaction since the personal taste and interest becomes the core content in their work with RA/AD. Interestingly the librarian seems to be glad to remove her professional ‘mask’. This leads to the second line of argument which concerns professional competencies. When asked about what has changed during the last decades, one librarian answers:

At library school we were introduced to the reference interview that was prevailing at the time. At that time we were professional experts that were supposed to ask certain questions in a certain order. But today we give a personal service. Now I am allowed to be [name] when I interact with a user. Now I can have an opinion about a book, or if they ask me if I have read a specific book I am allowed to say no, or to say yes but that I didn’t find it so good. We are allowed to have a personal perspective today. That was not comme il faut at that time. […] We were professional experts. (D2)

It is tempting to conclude that librarians today see themselves as readers more than professionals. But that is not the case. Rather the professional expert role has changed due to changes in library use. First and foremost the profession and thus the needed skills have changed from having a focus on the collection to having a focus on relations with users. Today a good librarian is someone who is able to communicate and to call people’s attention to the many services and offers the library holds:

It’s no secret that we would like to open people’s eyes to the possibilities at the library, that we are a serious place where you can go if you need information or experiences; that we are an alternative to many other things you can do. (D1)

In relation to RA as well as AD, professional pride is related to situations where they succeed in bringing book and user together or when they open users’ eyes to other types of literature than their preferred:

When I’m at the reference desk, it’s the best when a user comes and says to me: ‘Oh great that you are here, the book
you recommended last time was so good’. I like that because it means I was spot on. I had found the right book. (F2)

The above mentioned personal strategy in RA/AD has advantages but it also has limits since it primarily tends to target users who have similar preferences as the librarians. When confronted with users of another gender and age several librarians experience difficulties:

- It is easy for me to find books for someone like myself, but it is difficult with a young man at 21 who says no to all my suggestions and can’t articulate what he wants. (F2)

- Especially with young students who don’t want books with more than 100 pages and you ask them all sorts of questions: do you have a hobby? What do you find interesting? After 20 suggestions you become very tired when they still aren’t interested. That is a challenge. And you think: what should I do next? Then I show them Litteratursiden.7 (D2)

The role as both fellow reader and as professional expert is driven by dedication and love for literature. The change in the relation between librarians and users as expressed by one of the interviewees has created more committed and enthusiastic librarians. They love their work and they enjoy the more personal and equal relation to users, though the statements above also suggest that librarians do not enjoy the encounters with users who cannot articulate what they like.

RA/AD driven by passion and shared literary preferences have limitations. These limitations affect users whose tastes, preferences and even abilities to express these preferences differ from the librarians. We will return to this challenge in the discussion below.

**Concluding discussion**

The study of notions about RA/AD among librarians at Danish libraries shows us several points of interest. Danish librarians perform very user-oriented RA/AD that balances experience and enlightenment. Users should have a good experience, should feel welcomed to the library regardless of their literary taste. But reading should also transform library users into better, more empathic and educated people. RA/AD is still seen as a core activity and despite the digital revolution, the direct interaction with users is very much in focus. At the same time the librarians are aware that they must meet the demand for visibility and customer satisfaction related to the demands of new public management.

User orientation and focus on experiences have created a situation where notions of passion, commitment and enthusiasm pervade the interviews. Librarians put themselves in the centre of the activities and they experience feelings of success when they do it. It actually seems to work.

As mentioned above, the problem is that this form of RA/AD has limitations when it comes to content and target group of the activities. If personal commitment is necessary to be a good librarian, how do you advise people with preferences different from your own? RA/AD founded in dedication and experience tends to target users who look and thinks like the librarians. In Figure 2 we have created a model that shows the development of the context of RA/AD from the 1960s until today which explains why librarians are left with dedication as the driving force in their work.

The model uses the German sociologist Thomas Ziehe’s (1983) concept of cultural liberation. This concept refers to the processes in society in the 1960s and 1970s which dissolve traditional values and constraints of tradition. Before this liberation, the identity of librarians and the content of library activities were stable and clearly defined. The medium was the book, the concept of quality was linked to the humanist liberal tradition and the purpose of the library was enlightenment (Hvenegaard Rasmussen and Jochumsen, 2007). Furthermore, librarians were experts who had the authority to decide which books were of good quality and which were not. The library as institution was tied to a library spirit where the driving force was to educate the people and create an enlightened population. The essential criteria for RA were founded in societal and institutional norms on quality that worked as guiding principles for the librarians.

The cultural liberation in the 1960s and 1970s, as well as the customer orientation related to the societal development in the 1980s and 1990s creates liberation, both of the cultural norms and quality criteria and also of the librarian profession that faces liberation in relation to norms and values regarding literary genres and to behaviour towards users. Hvenegaard Rasmussen and Jochumsen (2003: 85 ff.) discuss this issue as a question of a changing librarian’s doxa. However, our study shows that the liberation also has left librarians without a common goal and has forced them to seek the purpose and meaning of their work on a more individual basis.
The model shows the continuum that characterizes the field of RA/AD today and aims to explain the challenges that librarians face in their daily work. It also shows that notions among the interviewees can be found in the same continuum between an old ideal of enlightenment where there still is a wish to present users with a variety of literature and a new ideal solely related to experiences and acknowledgement of the user.

The commitment and passion that characterizes the librarians’ statements is thus not based in a humanist (enlightenment) or even sociological (empowerment) rationale. Rather it is based partly upon a desire to satisfy customers and partly upon a desire to satisfy the librarians themselves. In that way the experience rationale that pervades libraries today can be seen as an obstacle when it comes to promoting reading to all users. On the one hand you have to be passionate and committed to be a good librarian. On the other hand the commitment founded in the personal preferences means that you cannot reach everybody.
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**Notes**

1. The author Kann-Christensen is identical with Kann-Rasmussen.
2. The term ‘formidling’, which derives from the German term ‘Vermittlung’, means communication, mediation and education and can describe various activities related to the availability, dissemination and display of reading materials, and direct interactions with audiences.
3. The reason for the time elapsed between the first interviews and the publication of this article is that we developed an analytical framework (Balling and Kann-Christensen, 2011) on the basis of the first round of interviews, and then undertook this study to gather additional data.
4. The following paragraphs build upon Balling and Kann-Christensen (2011)
5. According to the Danish Act Regarding Library Services.
6. Margit Sandemo is a Swedish-Norwegian author of a bestselling historical fantasy series which covers no less than 47 books.
7. Litteratursiden (the literary page) is a website developed and maintained by a network of Danish public libraries. It contains reviews of books, portraits of authors, virtual reading groups as well as options for users to review and comment.
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